There were a few interesting reports for last weekend, but
we have a sneaky suspicion that a lot of Scottish shenanigans
were going on that were mercifully hidden from sight of the
general (IE “normal”) paying public. After all, we don’t want
to scare the kids, now do we?
Saturday morning brought an unsettling couple of events
concerning turkey legs. Apparently a woman passed out right
at the turkey leg place. Now that in itself is not highly
alarming, but 15 minutes later another call came in that
somebody else had passed out at the same turkey leg place.
Our brains were all going “uh, oh”... Either a fat, hairy, kiltclad Scotsman took an opportunity to pass an unusually
noxious amount of gas in that exact spot, or something had
gone badly wrong in turkey land. It will have to remain a
poser though, since nobody really ever figured out what was
going on.
Later on, the EMTs got a call for a man that was reported
having chest pains at the Falconer’s Stage. Upon their timely
arrival, they found that the stricken man was MIA, which
was surprising given the nature of the problem. As it turned
out, the gentleman in question was actually at the Falconeer
Shoppe. An honest mistake and we hope the gentleman will
be ok.

- Women’s Privies,
at the “Huge Speed Bump”

Coming this week is a new website that will contain
current and archived issues of the fine publication you are
holding. Surf over to http://www.trfwtf.com to see all
the goodness ready to be viewed, downloaded and printed!
The original email address, trfwtf@yahoo.com, will remain
active as the contact point to the editors and staff.
As much fun as we have bringing this to you every week,
we still want your contributions! There is massive
entertainment that we are missing out on because you
didn’t share it! Dish it up, folks!

Saturday night, the Green Man and his minions over in
Cooter Hollow found out that pine trees will actually burn if
you set fire to them. Good lord, can you believe that? We
think what is most amazing is not that there was a fire, but
that those damned trees are still there at all after 10 years
of shooting fireworks at them. Hey y’all, make ‘em go BEWM!
Sunday shenanigans included a schizophrenic adult (as
described) that got separated from his caregiver and was
apparently seen in multiple locations around the faire*.
in
There was a reprise of
one of the privies, where a patron was the latest loser to
learn that smoking weed in a privy stall leaves you nowhere
to run when security shows up to rub your face in your on
moronity (to coin a word).
* Yes, that was uncalled for, but we couldn’t resist.

http://peopleofwalmart.com
This is the most horrifying website ever created, but the
information presented really needs to be seen. Normal
people need to realize that they are sharing the planet
with examples of really bad genetics.
Hey, when you’ve finished reading,
pass this newsletter on to a friend!
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